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Abstract 

Purpose / Introduction 

The Royal Osteoporosis Society (ROS) Osteoporosis and Bone Research Academy 

(Academy) was launched by HRH Duchess of Cornwall in February 2019, with a core mission 

to identify key gaps in osteoporosis research and service provision, and to undertake novel 

research projects towards a cure for osteoporosis, as documented in the ROS Osteoporosis 

Research Roadmap. 

Methods 

The Academy comprises an Advisory Committee and three synergistic Working Groups: 

Causes, Effectiveness and Technology. Through a series of workshops supported by ROS, 

together with extensive patient insight, the Working Groups undertook focused rapid evidence 

reviews to identify key gaps in osteoporosis research and clinical care, subsequently 

developing targeted work streams addressing these gaps. 

Results 

Priority areas for further research have been identified in three interlinked areas; associated 

work plans, with major synergies between Working Groups, have been developed. Themes 

include: 1) genetic and non-genetic causes of low bone mass, underlying mechanisms, 

lessons from rare diseases and consequent development of new and better treatments; 2) 

novel technologies for opportunistic detection of vertebral fractures, new measures of bone 

strength, and big data analyses to detect novel risk factors and develop new algorithms; 3) 

optimisation of the effectiveness of assessment and treatment through automated fracture risk 

assessment, personalised therapeutic approaches and optimised care pathways. 

Conclusions 

This unique initiative has proposed new strategies to address current evidential gaps in 

osteoporosis. The resulting workplan will guide ROS funding initiatives and has the potential 

to achieve a step change in tackling the global burden of fragility fractures, ensuring 

optimisation of population bone health across the lifecourse with appropriate identification, 

assessment and treatment of all individuals at high risk of fracture. 
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Summary 

The UK Royal Osteoporosis Society (ROS) Osteoporosis and Bone Research Academy has 

undertaken a comprehensive assessment of the current gaps in the osteoporosis evidence 

base and proposed an integrated workplan to address these evidential needs. 

 

Introduction 

Osteoporosis is characterised by decreased bone mass and disruption of bone 

microarchitecture, resulting in reduced bone strength and increased risk of fracture[1].  

Approximately one in two women and one in five men will sustain one or more such fragility 

fractures (that is, occurring as a result of minimal trauma, for example a simple fall) in their 

remaining lifetime after the age of 50 years [2-4]. In the UK, approximately 549,000 new 

fragility fractures occur each year, including 105,000 hip fractures, 86,000 clinical vertebral 

fractures, and 358,000 fractures at other sites[5, 6]. Fragility fractures often result in severe 

pain, disability, and reduction in quality of life; major fractures, particularly hip and vertebral 

fractures, are also associated with increased mortality[4]. Fragility fractures impose a huge 

economic burden on health and social services, with an estimated annual cost to the National 

Health Service (NHS) in excess of £4.7 billion[5, 6]; across Europe, the cost approaches €55 

billion[6].  

Despite major advances in the assessment of fracture risk and the development of effective 

pharmacological interventions to reduce fracture, many studies have documented a large 

treatment gap with only a minority of high-risk individuals receiving appropriate assessment 

and treatment[7-11]. Possible reasons for this include inadequate awareness and 

understanding of osteoporosis among the public and healthcare professionals, fear of adverse 

effects of drugs used in its treatment, and a lack of coordinated service delivery models for 

those affected[7]. Thus, it is clear that, in addition to addressing gaps in the understanding of 

the condition itself, removing barriers to appropriate assessment and treatment for all 

individuals at high risk of fragility fracture is a major priority.  

The ROS Osteoporosis and Bone Research Academy was launched in February 2019 as part 

of the endowment of a royal title for the Charity, formerly known as the National Osteoporosis 

Society. The mission of the Academy, to work towards a cure for osteoporosis, is fully aligned 

with the Charity’s vision of a future without osteoporosis and its four strategic aims of 

prevention, care, support and cure.  To this end, three Working Groups were set up to address 

the themes of causes and mechanisms; the use of novel technologies in diagnosis and 

management; and strategies to optimise the effectiveness of fracture risk assessment and 

treatment. The Working Groups function synergistically and are composed of patient 
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advocates, clinicians and scientists, with administrative and governance support from the 

ROS. Their outputs are overseen by an Advisory Committee, which reports to the ROS Board 

of Trustees. The high level research strategies of the three working groups are set out in the 

Osteoporosis and Bone Research Academy’s  Osteoporosis Research Roadmap 

(https://view.publitas.com/royal-osteoporosis-society/ros-osteoporosis-research-roadmap-

2021/page/1). In this editorial article, we summarise the approach taken to scoping and 

evaluating the existing literature, developing and planning a portfolio of scientific projects, and 

critical contribution from patient advocates. Detailed descriptions of individual areas have 

been published separately (functional genomics[12], opportunistic fracture detection[13]) or 

are in preparation (currently medication adherence, automated care pathways, osteoporosis 

screening, microbiome and bone health). The detailed exposition of the prior literature and 

planned projects is therefore beyond the scope of the overview presented in this editorial 

article. 

 

Methodology 

The initial phase of the Academy’s programme has been focused on selecting research 

priorities for the Working Groups and identifying the knowledge gaps in those topics. This has 

been achieved through expert-led consensus meetings and workshops, and the subsequent 

commissioning of focused rapid evidence reviews. The patient voice has been central to the 

development of the research priorities, principally through the work of the Academy Patient 

Advocates, and the prioritisation has been endorsed through a patient insight survey 

completed by 2,313 public members of the charity, confirming alignment between the charity’s 

strategic direction and the patient lived experience. Specific projects selected as a result of 

this process are being undertaken in the second phase; funding to support this work is being 

sought from a variety of sources, all of which will be subject to rigorous peer review.   

 

Proposed work plans 

Causes and mechanisms 

One of the most effective strategies for the prevention and treatment of a disease is to gain 

greater understanding of the underlying causes. While a great deal is known about 

predisposing factors for osteoporosis there remain many areas where knowledge is 

incomplete, and these form the focus for the work of the Causes Working Group (CWG). 

Across the three subthemes of rare conditions; novel genetic and nongenetic causes; and new 

and better treatments, specific priorities include: pregnancy associated osteoporosis; genetic 

https://view.publitas.com/royal-osteoporosis-society/ros-osteoporosis-research-roadmap-2021/page/1
https://view.publitas.com/royal-osteoporosis-society/ros-osteoporosis-research-roadmap-2021/page/1
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and epigenetic studies; interactions between diet, the microbiome and bone health; and 

cellular senescence.  

Pregnancy and lactation associated osteoporosis (PAO) was identified as the CWG’s foremost 

priority area for new research within the rare diseases subtheme. Understanding of PAO has 

been hindered by the rarity of the disorder, with research into the condition largely limited to 

small descriptive case series[14]. With the support of ROS infrastructure and pump priming 

funding, together with Academy Patient Advocates, the CWG established a UK-wide research 

study in which patients affected by the disorder can provide detailed information about risk 

factors, mode of presentation and the treatment they received as well as its impact on quality 

of life. As part of this study, participants will have the opportunity to provide blood samples for 

genetic and biochemical analysis with the aim of establishing a PAO-specific Biobank.  This 

initiative is expected to advance understanding of the disease and to inform the design of 

future randomised clinical trials to optimise bone health and prevent recurrence in subsequent 

pregnancies. 

It has been long established that genetic factors play an important role in predisposition to 

osteoporosis but the predisposing variants have until recently been incompletely 

understood[12]. Advances in genotyping technology, coupled with the development of large-

scale, intensively phenotyped cohort studies, have resulted in a step change in understanding 

the genetic basis of osteoporosis[15].  It is anticipated that this new knowledge can be 

harnessed to favourably impact on clinical outcomes in two ways; identification of molecular 

targets for drug design; and the development and implementation of polygenic risk scores 

(PRS) to stratify individuals at risk into routine clinical practice. An example of target 

identification already provided by GWAS is the finding that the glycosylation enzyme, 

B4GALNT3, is associated with both bone mineral density and serum sclerostin, thereby 

identifying this gene as a new target for drug design[16]. As exome and whole genome 

sequencing data accrue across the entire UK Biobank cohort, the possibilities for detailed 

genetic characterisation through this work plan will expand considerably. Further research will 

need to be carried out to explore how best to use PRS-based approaches in clinical practice, 

but one potential avenue is to evaluate whether PRS has utility in the early identification of 

patients with severe osteoporosis of the spine, since these individuals often do not score highly 

on clinical risk factor calculators[17].  

Research into the role of diet in bone health has traditionally focused on calcium and vitamin 

D, but it has recently become apparent that the intestinal microbiome is also likely to play a 

key role[18]. Over the past five years, mechanistic studies in animal models[19, 20] 

observational studies in humans[21] and intervention studies have indicated that the 

microbiome significantly influences bone health[22].  Several gaps in knowledge remain that 
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are amenable to future research, for example whether recent dietary trends (veganism, non-

coeliac gluten free diets) affect bone mineral density through microbiome-mediated pathways 

and whether diet-associated modifications of the gut microbiota impact on bone loss. 

The final area of emerging interest identified by the CWG as a determinant of bone health is 

cellular senescence. Preclinical research has shown that targeting senescence through 

genetic means or using drugs that inhibit the senescence-associated secretory phenotype 

(SASP) in preclinical models can improve physical function and extend lifespan, as well as 

inhibiting age-related bone loss[23, 24]. Furthermore Janus-activated kinase (JAK) inhibitors 

which inhibit SASP have recently been shown to stimulate osteoblast function in preclinical 

models[25].  Phase I and early phase II clinical trials are currently in progress to examine the 

impact of pharmacological interventions aimed at inhibiting senescence on various 

phenotypes including bone health and thus may offer the potential for new and better 

treatments for osteoporosis. 

 

Novel technology for skeletal assessment 

Three key areas have been identified in the work plan for the technology theme. These 

priorities cover research to derive new measures of bone strength, for example from imaging 

or new assessment modalities; use of large datasets such as NHS patient records and UK 

Biobank to identify novel risk factors, for example delineating the contribution of muscle health 

to fracture risk and associated new targeted interventions; and, as the initial principal focus, 

the opportunistic detection of vertebral fractures on routine hospital imaging. While a vertebral 

fracture is an archetypal fracture of osteoporosis, it is also the least likely to come to clinical 

attention and receive formal assessment[4, 26, 27]. Patients often suffer further multiple spine 

or other fractures, substantial deformity, height loss and pain before diagnosis[7]. 

Technological approaches to finding vertebral fractures and taking appropriate action can be 

considered as the first 'mountain' that the Technology Working Group (TWG) have set out to 

climb, initially by compiling an evidence review to define the problem[13].  

One way to improve both vertebral fracture identification and the diagnosis of osteoporosis is 

to assess a patient’s spine or hips during routine Computed Tomography (CT) scans[28], an 

approach that is enthusing clinicians, software engineers and patients alike. Patients attend 

routine CT for diagnosis and monitoring of various medical conditions, but the skeleton can 

be overlooked as radiologists concentrate on the primary reason for scanning. The more than 

six million CT scans undertaken each year in the NHS could potentially be screened for 

vertebral fractures and osteoporosis[13]. If CT-based case-finding became embedded in 
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practice, then the technique could have a positive clinical impact. However, technology to find 

these sentinel vertebral fractures is only the 'base camp' aim of the TWG mission.  

To reach the summit requires Technology and Implementation research as we have laid out 

in our description of Jane's bone health journey, part of the group's 10-year vision. "In 2030, 

72-year-old Jane attends hospital for a CT scan to investigate weight loss. She fills in a bone 

health (FRAX®) questionnaire at a touchscreen in the CT waiting room when checking in. An 

incidental osteoporotic vertebral fracture is identified automatically in the CT images by a 

computer-aided process, which also identifies that she has spinal osteoporosis in her lumbar 

vertebrae. The automatic inclusion of the smart phrase, ‘There is an osteoporotic vertebral 

fracture’ on the CT report spontaneously triggers four actions without human input: (1) Jane 

is sent a communication explaining the presence of an osteoporotic vertebral fracture and 

directing her to the Royal Osteoporosis Society website for more information on the diagnosis 

and self-management. This communication is electronically copied to her GP; (2) She is 

automatically sent an appointment for a femoral neck bone density scan, and follow-up in the 

local Fracture Liaison service, as per agreed local pathway; (3) She is automatically sent 

information on self-management to improve health-related quality of life (pain, posture, 

balance etc) with a clear description of when to seek additional medical input (e.g. for onward 

referral for physio); and (4) An appointment is automatically made for Jane to see a healthcare 

professional (doctor, nurse, pharmacist) at her GP practice to discuss further, start on 

appropriate medication to reduce her risk of fracture, and be monitored to address any 

concerns and promote adherence. There is a clear potential risk of depersonalisation through 

such an automated process and thus throughout the process Jane will be able to obtain further 

information from a variety of sources with which to ensure confidence in the process.” 

This vision is entwined with the Effectiveness Working Group (EWG) mission and is also at 

the core of the Royal Osteoporosis Society Research Strategy, endorsed and designed by 

patients and researchers. 

 

Optimising effectiveness of assessment and treatment 

The importance of translating and implementing strategies and interventions that have well-

proven efficacy into routine clinical practice is one of the biggest challenges in clinical 

medicine; the goal is to maximise the effectiveness of any high-value development in disease 

management[29].  Targeted interventions include, for instance, financial incentive 

programmes, continuing professional education, and, increasingly, tools to involve patients 

more actively in their care with shared decision-making. Despite educational initiatives, and 

relatively modest financial incentives in some healthcare settings, the management of 
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osteoporosis and fracture risk remains sub-optimal.  For example, the assessment and 

identification of those at high risk of fracture in primary care remains very low (approximately 

25%)[30], the long-term persistence and adherence with the mainstays of treatment, oral 

bisphosphonates, also remain poor[31], and finally there is a clear need to optimise the 

implementation of initiatives such as  fracture liaison services (FLS) nationwide to further 

develop clinical systems and to ensure comprehensive dissemination and adoption of best 

practice[32].  

These three areas have been identified as key work plan priorities of the EWG.  At the primary 

care level, workshops have engendered conversations with patient representatives, primary 

care staff (GP and non-GPs), information technologists, primary care software providers and 

regional health partnerships to share best practice and identify opportunities.  Examples of the 

latter include the increasing use of health app technologies by patients with potential direct 

interaction with electronic patient records (EPRs); work is also planned to examine 

downstream pathways from the EPR back to the patient in terms of risk assessment, 

communication/information sharing and prescribing, where appropriate, with assessment of 

impact on primary care workloads.  Problems with adherence are seen as part of a bigger 

issue, that of the need for improved follow-up processes and communication[33, 34].  A rapid 

evidence review is being undertaken to summarise the current evidence to identify priority 

areas for research and implementation.  Finally, in the area of FLS, there is increasing interest 

in the use of artificial intelligence techniques for automated image processing to detect 

vertebral fractures within routine clinical images (e.g. CT, MR, digital radiographs).  This 

automated detection would then be integrated with FLS assessments and advice.  Other 

initiatives will examine the ability of FLS to ensure rapid assessments and initiation of more 

appropriate therapies (e.g. bone forming therapies) in those at very high risk.  

There is, of course, much overlap in the areas identified by the other two Working Groups 

within the Academy; obvious examples include the enhanced use of technologies to 

streamline identification, initiation of treatment, and improved interaction with patients in the 

longer term, with particular emphasis on optimising medicines effectiveness, including 

promotion of adherence.  The need for the EWG to work closely with experts in implementation 

science is also clear; our ultimate aim is for highly efficacious, proven interventions in 

osteoporosis to become more effective, thus leading to significantly improved care and 

outcomes for patients and the healthcare system.  

 

Discussion 
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The proposed work plans of the Academy Working Groups address three key facets of 

osteoporosis research and care. There is clear synergy across the Academy, for example in 

the use of big datasets such as UK Biobank and electronic patient records, and in the 

computational methods and novel technological approaches which are key to the majority of 

work plans across the three themes. Through close collaboration across Academy 

membership and involvement of adjunctive international expertise, the ROS Osteoporosis and 

Bone Research Academy presents the potential for step changes in osteoporosis research 

and care. 

Previous publications have addressed the care gaps in osteoporosis service provision[7-11]. 

A position paper linked to the 2016 World Osteoporosis Day report from the International 

Osteoporosis Foundation described care gaps along four distinct themes: (1) case finding and 

management of individuals at high risk of fracture, (2) public awareness of osteoporosis and 

fragility fractures, (3) reimbursement and health system policy and (4) epidemiology of fracture 

in the developing world[7]. More recently, the International Osteoporosis Foundation released 

a further policy document, “Broken bones, broken lives” again documenting the burden of 

disease and deficits in service provision in the European Union[35]. These European initiatives 

are complemented by a secondary prevention focused “Call to Action” underpinned by an 

international consortium, including the UK Royal Osteoporosis Society, and led by the 

American Society for Bone and Mineral Research[11]. Whilst these initiatives highlight the 

gaps in osteoporosis care, they do not set out a consequent research agenda, rather focusing 

on healthcare and policy changes employing current evidence and technology. 

To our knowledge the ROS Osteoporosis Research Roadmap is the only such approach 

currently active, bringing together both identification of care gaps with research focused 

solutions, and combining clinical and research expertise with the lived experience of the 

patient voice. The approach is broad, across clinical investigation, population health, 

fundamental mechanisms and use of technology. It therefore differs from that set out by Yang 

et al., which is focused purely on molecular and genetic pathways[36]. A potential limitation of 

the ROS Academy methodology is the pragmatic, expert-led assessment of the broad existing 

evidence base. Whilst a systematic approach might have yielded a fully comprehensive review 

of the literature, initial scoping assessments suggested that it was highly unlikely that gaps 

with practicable solutions, unknown currently, would be identified. Thus, the approach 

undertaken was employed, and systematic rapid evidence reviews of individual areas used to 

ensure comprehensive coverage in those themes most likely to underpin achievable advances 

in the next 5-10 years. 

In addition to the synergy between the research themes of the ROS Academy, a core 

component is the involvement of patient advocates in all aspects of the work. The patient voice 
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is prominently represented through the cadre of Academy Patient Advocates, who between 

them sit on the Advisory Committee and on all the Working Groups. Thus, the work plans have 

been evaluated, advised upon and approved by the Academy Patient Advocates; indeed the 

overall workplan was reviewed by the wider lay membership of the ROS, receiving strong 

endorsement of the research priorities. The onus is now on the UK osteoporosis research and 

clinical community, through the leadership of the ROS Academy, supported by global 

expertise, to draw in funding and support from a wide range of private, public and corporate 

sources, in order to advance this mission. The research priorities identified by the Academy 

provide a rigorously evidenced thematic basis on which to build future ROS grant funding 

rounds thus maximising the potential benefits for bone health,  

In conclusion, the ROS Osteoporosis and Bone Research Academy, with its Osteoporosis 

Research Roadmap, presents a unique opportunity to achieve a step change in understanding 

of osteoporosis and clinical care provision. Optimisation of bone health across the lifecourse, 

at the population level, and ensuring that every individual at high risk of fragility fracture is 

appropriately identified, assessed and treated, will underpin substantial progression towards 

the ROS mission of achieving a world without fragility fractures. 
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